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Abstract

The interactions of (pre)biological organic molecules with inorganic minerals has potential 
implications for a wide diversity of processes from the origin of life to bone biomineralization. 
We have studied the effect of photocatalytic nanoparticles in promoting a primitive protocell 
metabolism. In particular, the photocatalytic nanoparticles facilitate a multi-step 
transmembrane electron transfer reaction with the generation of a transmembrane pH gradient
and simultaneous reduction of NAD to NADH. Thus, nanoparticulate minerals may have acted as
“prebiotic enzymes” in the origin and early evolution of life. We have also investigated the 
effects of short oligoglutamic acid peptides (n = 3-10), as mimics of acidic sequences in 
biomineralization proteins, for their role in controlling the kinetics of calcium phosphate 
nanoparticle precipitation and phase transformation. The peptides had no effect on the initial 
formation of an amorphous calcium phosphate (ACP) nanoparticulate phase but longer peptides
delayed the phase transformation to crystalline hydroxyapatite (Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2). It is proposed 
that occlusion of the peptides within the ACP nanoparticles extends the time needed for 
calcium ions in ACP to rearrange their structure and to dehydrate in order to transform to 
crystalline calcium phosphate, hydroxyapatite. The previously proposed role of such peptides in 
adsorbing on nuclei and thus decreasing nucleation energy is not supported by the present 
work. 
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Department of Geoscience, University of Wisconsin-Madison from 2000-2011. Nita Sahai is a 
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